**U.S. bomb strike knocks MIG base off no-target list**

**Racial survey of students set for winter signup**

**Marchers hit biased reporting**

**WASHINGTON, D.C.** — The United States announced Tuesday that it would not attack three military bases in the Middle East in response to Egyptian demands, but that its 140-mission list was being reviewed. The move was described as part of the United States effort to ease tensions in the region.

The announcement came hours after President Richard Nixon met with Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin in Jerusalem. The two leaders discussed the possibility of a cease-fire in the Middle East conflict.

While the United States had not attacked the bases before, the move was seen as a significant step in efforts to defuse the tensions between Israel and Egypt.
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Ferency hints of movement to find a 'better candidate'

Ferency hinted that a national organization might soon make contact with the student council to discuss the future of the campus newspaper. He also said that a national organization might be interested in taking over the newspaper and making it a national publication.

Ferency stated that he was interested in a national publication because it would provide a forum for the students to express their opinions and ideas on a national level.

He also said that a national organization would be able to provide the newspaper with additional resources and support.

Meeting federal standards

Desegregation deadlines set by Southern schools

WASHINGTON — A federal court ordered Southern schools to implement desegregation plans by September, 1968. The court stated that the deadline was necessary to ensure that all Southern schools were desegregated by the end of the 1968-69 school year.

The court also ordered that all Southern schools must have a desegregation plan in place by June 1, 1967. The court stated that the plan must be submitted to the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare for approval.
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First UAW locals ratify new contract

HHM appeals for labor support

First UAW locals ratify new contract

Detroit is the battlefront in the first major struggle to test the limits of the new contract and some of the first major breakthroughs will be signs of the new era. Plants that have been closed for weeks and have been brought back to life again are now operating at full capacity. Plant operations have been intensified, and the new contract is now in effect.

The battle for the new contract began in Detroit, and it will be won or lost in Detroit. The company has a history of being strong, but it is not invincible. The union has a history of being weak, but it is not powerless. The battle is not over, but it is far from over. The union is still fighting, and the company is still fighting, but the outcome is not decided yet. The battle is still raging, and it will be remembered for years to come.

Meet Miss Betty Willie

New York stylist for Carnival Creations, in our East Lansing dept. today 2:30 to 5:00 p.m.
**EDITORSIALS**

**Progress reaches across the Mississippi border**

For the first time in the history of Mississippi, a white man has been convicted in a major civil rights case.

Friday all white jury brought in a verdict of guilt for seven of the eighteen defendants on charges brought under a reconstruction-era civil rights law.

The fact that any convictions resulted was a landmark first step in the long road to equal justice in Mississippi.

The conclusions reached by the jury were not lost sight of the fact this trial was concerned with the murders of three civil rights workers. The federal government is a party to the prosecution, since the crimes were not committed on federal property.

But what sort of "civilized society" it in which we live is a question for a maximum of ten years, because the state wouldn't last that long.

Asst. U.S. Atty. Gen. John Doar, who handled the prosecut-

---The Editors

**No winners in violent protest**

*The pump and speaker of a day in the life of an L.A. police officer.*

The pump and speaker of a day in the life of an L.A. police officer. 15:00:ACADEMY----

---The Editors

**TRINKA CLINE**

**Will the real Visa please . . .**

---The Editors

**JIM BUSCHMAN**

A strange voyage to Spartan Village

---The Editors
Our readers' minds

Be careful of CIA employment

Enter no one unarmed

To the Editor:
The Central Intelligence Agency recently announced plans to conduct field interviews in several states to determine the desirability of your personal life and potential for future espionage activity. Although the Agency claims to be interested only in obtaining professional experience, CIA agents are not exactly trained in this area, and the agency's efforts are being bolstered by former enlisted personnel.

For example, a friend of mine, who is a recent graduate, was approached by the CIA. He had no Ph.D. to offer them, nor had he any published work, but he did possess a master's degree in a field related to our national security. This student was approached by the CIA because of his expertise in a field related to our national security.

We do not have their personal information in our system, but we can readily see that a common thread emerges in the lives of the CIA doctors who serve in our offices. They are primarily and consistently interested in our system's ability to conduct their work.

The CIA's argument that its operations involve a high rate of actual agencies and field operations needs to be examined more closely. The roles of the CIA in the midst of our current activities and government procedures of our own children employed in the CIA. At present the CIA is able to build the proper legal barriers to the CIA.

To the Editor:
I meant to call your attention to a recent observation about the CIA. As a faculty member of the university I have observed the phenomenon of the CIA and the students who are affected by it. I present this phenomenon in the interest of understanding the situation.

I present this phenomenon as a model of how to build a legal barrier in any society, whether it's the public or the students in the CIA.

I presented the phenomenon of the CIA and the students who are affected by it. I present this phenomenon in the interest of understanding the situation.

I presented the phenomenon of the CIA and the students who are affected by it. I present this phenomenon in the interest of understanding the situation.

The phenomenon of the CIA and the students who are affected by it. I present this phenomenon in the interest of understanding the situation.

I presented the phenomenon of the CIA and the students who are affected by it. I present this phenomenon in the interest of understanding the situation.
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For those who really care by caprice

Available in golden brown and black forest

Shepards... Part of the Campus Scene

Show the Works

Role: sculptor around the world for accuracy and handwork design.
Left: State and Christopher with 14 karat gold that. $600
Right: City Hall, Christopher with matching band. $100, both 20 points.

Morgan's

jeweler 121 S. Washington - Lansing, Michigan

It's a shop-in at our east lansing store

4 Days only! Wednesday! Thursday! Friday! and Saturday!

GREEN'S 25th Anniversary Sale

Just a partial listing of our great Anniversary Specials! Many more!

Classics styled sweaters, Cardigans and crew necks and pull-overs. All wool material, solid and striped styles. Were $11.50, $13.50 and $15.50

Knits, in checks, tweeds plus with the slacks and fashion plaids. Were $13 to $15, now... 9.90

Tops in checks, tweeds, plaid and clan plaids, normally $13. now... 11.90

Tweed and plaid slacks, classic styling with and without belt loops, beautifully tailored. Were $11.50

Sleeveless jumper dresses, jewel necklines, all wool checks and tweeds in black, navy and white. Regular $14. Now 9.90

Fisherman sweaters, heavyweight, natural color, long sleeve pull-over in crew and terrycloth; 28" ig, were $17. Anniversary Sale price $12.90

Free!

Bundled of dollars in merchandise worth! Mail purchase necessary! Register now. September through December. Green's East Lansing. Drawings will be held Saturday, October 28. You need not be present to win. Complete list of available prizes is at the store.

East Lansing store in-store

Wednesday, October 25, 1967

Shoup's

Downtown 12th South Washington Ave.

East Lansing 837 East Grand River Ave.

Shepards...
'Star Trek' and others canceled

With the approach of midterm elections, there seems to be an upsurge in activity in the area of newsworthy programming. Certainly this marks the year. When the pro-Senate bills had not yet been introduced, the ABC evening newscast, in its feature story, would likely be the next major event in the campaign to win the Senate. For the Senate, the feature story would be a key to understanding the political climate and the key role played by the Senate. In the Senate, there are several key issues that need to be addressed. One of these is the Senate's role in passing legislation. The Senate has a significant role in the legislative process, and its actions can have a major impact on the outcome of legislation. For example, the Senate's approval of the Senate's role in passing legislation is important because it is the body that has the power to override a presidential veto. Another key issue in the Senate is the role of the Senate in confirming appointments. The Senate is the only body that has the power to confirm presidential appointments, so its actions can have a significant impact on the outcome of appointments. The Senate's role in confirming appointments is important because it is the body that has the power to confirm the appointment of key officials in the federal government, such as Cabinet officials and ambassadors. Therefore, the Senate's role in passing legislation and confirming appointments is an important issue in the Senate. In conclusion, the Senate's role in passing legislation and confirming appointments is an important issue in the Senate. The Senate has a significant role in the legislative process, and its actions can have a major impact on the outcome of legislation. The Senate's approval of the Senate's role in passing legislation is important because it is the body that has the power to override a presidential veto. Another key issue in the Senate is the role of the Senate in confirming appointments. The Senate is the only body that has the power to confirm presidential appointments, so its actions can have a significant impact on the outcome of appointments. Therefore, the Senate's role in passing legislation and confirming appointments is an important issue in the Senate.
Panel discusses aid for athletes

BY BRAD SMALLEY
State News Staff Writer

Interruption of activities is a yearly event at Michigan State University, John G. Friesen, director of the Athletic Department,

Spending at Michigan State University, as and for the year, a panel at Michigan State University on its purpose, and how it

"available to students," Friesen said. The program is designed to help students get through the school year and

"firstly, there is a need to educate people," Friesen said. "in the help and finding a job. The job is to educate people to find

"Of course," Friesen said. "But there are also "opportunities," he explained. "It is a matter of finding a job, but

"Students are welcome to join the faculty and other members of the community," Friesen said. "The program is designed to

Arnold Air Society and Air Force ROTC

Cadet Wing announces

the coming of the annual Air Force competition for its honorary

CORPS SPONSORS

a list will be held in the lounge of the Student Services Building, Wednesday, 25 October, 7:00 p.m.,

FOR further information contact

ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY (332-4660) or John Chapman (332-2655)

 leaps and bounds in the past year, for example, due to

Panel on minorities

The Dialogue 16 panel on "Minorities: Identified and unidentified," associate professor of philosophy at Eastern Michigan University, is a weekly meeting of the group.
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Young Dems favor opposition to LBJ

ATTENTION: M.S.U. STUDENTS

M.S.U. is now affiliated at
213 North Wash. Ave.
with Central Michigan's largest selections
PIPES-CIGARS
and all smoking accessories - special for you

WACHS - OPEN EVERY NIGHT - WACHS

LRL Develops Fiber Optic Oscilloscope with 20 Picosecond Resolution

NEW!
electron-positron accelerator
being built at Livermore Laboratory

LRL - Livermore discovers mendeleium 258
The heaviest isotope known to man.

CLINICS COULD HELP
Doctor shortage acute

CLINICS NEED NOT MOVE
Dorm keys issued for Thanksgiving

Precautions at Halloween

INDUSTRIES

PPG representatives will interview at
Michigan State University on October 31, 1967

Through careful selection, placement, and a well planned program of individual development, PPG employs college graduates to help meet today's challenges and provide managerial leadership for the future. Because of PPG's diversity of products, locations, and career openings, we feel it is well worth 30 minutes of your time to explore these opportunities with our representative; he is stationed in your and your future.

If you haven't tried our delivery service, you don't know what you're missing!

SPECIAL OFFER to all residents of

AKERS, FEE

OUR 12 PIZZA
JUST 1.00

DOMINOS

HUBBARD

30¢ EACH ADDITIONAL ITEM

Offer good Oct. 23 thru 26
351-7100
Disciplined players out ND

By JOE WITCH
State News Sport Editor

Neither Notre Dame's defense nor its offense was as effective as hoped against the Michigan State team Saturday. Drubbed by 7-30, the Irish were not able to stop the Spartans from scoring at will.

But this defeat doesn't mean that the Irish defense was completely inept. In fact, the Irish defense was able to stop the Spartans in three quarters of the game. The difference was mainly in the Spartans' scoring ability in these quarters.

The Irish defense was able to stop the Spartans in three quarters of the game. The difference was mainly in the Spartans' scoring ability in these quarters.

Football

The Spartans scored twice in the first quarter, once in the second and twice in the third. The Irish scored once in the first quarter and once in the third.

In each of the three quarters in which the Spartans scored, the Irish defense was able to prevent the Spartans from scoring.

But in the fourth quarter, the Irish defense was unable to prevent the Spartans from scoring.

The Irish defense was able to stop the Spartans in three quarters of the game. The difference was mainly in the Spartans' scoring ability in these quarters.

Spartan coach John Baumgartner was pleased with the performance of the Spartan offense and defense. He said the team had been working hard during the off-season and that the team was coming together.

Michigan State coach John McTigue was pleased with the performance of the Spartan offense and defense. He said the team had been working hard during the off-season and that the team was coming together.
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**Washington march (continued from page one)***

Residents of the area have been going about the streets and homes looking for public places where they can have a place to spend the night. The area has been extremely quiet during the past few days, and the residents are hoping that things will return to normal soon.

**Midwest crisis (continued from page one)***

The government has taken over the lot basic purpose of the government, as stated in the constitution, and has decided to act on its own accord. The government has declared that it will not allow the people to participate in the decisions that affect their lives. The people have been protesting and have been met with violence by the government forces. The situation is getting worse, and it is unclear how long it will take to resolve this crisis.

**Racial survey (continued from page one)***

The survey was conducted in a number of different locations around the city. The results showed that there is a significant amount of racism in the area, with many people expressing negative feelings towards those of different races. The survey also showed that many people do not believe that the government is doing enough to address the issue of racism.

**Don Luce (continued from page one)***

The mayor of the city, Don Luce, has been speaking out about the need for change. He has been pushing for the city to take action on a number of different issues, including racism, poverty, and the lack of affordable housing.

**Washington march (continued from page one)***

The march was organized by a group of residents who were concerned about the situation in the city. The marchers were carrying signs and chanting slogans, and they were being met with police forces who were trying to keep them from proceeding too far. The marchers were determined to continue their protest, and they were prepared to fight for their rights.